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SARNAK’S CONJECTURE FROM THE ERGODIC THEORY
POINT OF VIEW
JOANNA KUŁAGA-PRZYMUS AND MARIUSZ LEMAŃCZYK
1. Glossary
Measure-theoretic dynamical system. Let (Z,C , κ) be a standard probabil-
ity Borel space. Assume R : X → X is invertible (a.e.), bi-measurable and κ-
preserving. Then R is called an automorphism or (invertible) measure-preserving
transformation and the quadruple (R,Z,C , κ) is a measure-theoretic dynamical sys-
tem.
Topological dynamical system. Let X be a compact metric space and let T be
a homeomorphism of X . Then (T,X) is called a topological dynamical system.
Subshift. For any closed subset A ⊂ U := {z ∈ C : |z| ≤ 1} (most often A will be
finite), let S : AZ → AZ be the left shift, i.e. for each x = (xn)n∈Z ∈ A
Z, Sx = y,
where yn = xn+1 for n ∈ Z. Each closed and S-invariant subset X ⊂ AZ is called
a subshift and the corresponding dynamical system is (S,X). For each u ∈ AZ, we
define a subshift Xu ⊂ AZ as the orbit closure of u under S. Similarly, when u ∈ AN
(N = {1, 2, . . .}), we can extend u symmetrically, by setting u(−n) := u(n) (and
u(0) = 0) for each n ≥ 1 and define again the corresponding subshift Xu. Finally,
we will denote by F the continuous function on X ⊂ AZ, defined by F (x) = x0.
Invariant measure. Given a topological dynamical system (T,X), the set of
probability Borel T -invariant measures is denoted by M(T,X). The subset of
ergodic measures (which is always non-empty) is denoted by M e(T,X). Each
ν ∈ M(T,X) gives rise to a measure-theoretic dynamical system (T,X,B(X), ν),
where B(X) stands for the σ-algebra of Borel subsets of X . With the weak-∗-
topology, M(T,X) becomes a compact metrizable space. (T,X) is called uniquely
ergodic if |M(T,X)| = 1.
Uniquely ergodic model of a measure-theoretic dynamical system. Given
a measure-theoretic (ergodic) dynamical system (R,Z,C , κ) and a uniquely ergodic
topological system (T,X) with M(T,X) = {ν} (ν is necessarily ergodic), one says
that (T,X) is a uniquely ergodic model of the automorphism R if the measure-
theoretic systems (R,Z,C , κ) and (T,X,B(X), ν) are measure-theoretically iso-
morphic. Each ergodic automorphism R has a uniquely ergodic model.
Generic point. Assume that (T,X) is a topological dynamical system. We say
that x ∈ X is a generic point for a Borel measure ν onX , whenever the ergodic theo-
rem holds for T at x for any continuous function f ∈ C(X), i.e. 1N
∑
n≤N f(T
nx)→∫
f dν. In other words, the empirical measures 1N
∑
n≤N δTnx converge to ν in the
weak-∗-topology. If this convergence holds along a subsequence, we say that x is
quasi-generic for ν. We denote by V (x) the set of all ν ∈ M(T,X) for which x is
quasi-generic (∅ 6= V (x) ⊂M(T,X) by compactness).
We say that x ∈ X is logarithmically generic for ν, whenever 1LN
∑
n≤N
1
nδTnx,
with LN =
∑
n≤N 1/n, converges to ν. No harm arises if in what follows we replace
1
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LN by logN . Finally, we say that x ∈ X is logarithmically quasi-generic for ν
whenever this convergence holds along a subsequence and we denote the set of all
measures for which x is logarithmically quasi-generic by V log(x), (∅ 6= V log(x) ⊂
M(T,X)).
Quasi-genericity versus logarithmic quasi-genericity. Obviously, if |V (x)| =
1 then V (x) = V log(x), but in general the sets V (x) and V log(x) can be even
disjoint. However, as shown in [30],
(1) V log(x) ∩M e(T,X) ⊂ V (x).
Moreover, using an idea from Tao [56], it has been proved in [31] that
(2) If V log(x) = {ν} and ν is ergodic, then limk→∞
1
Nk
∑
n≤Nk
δTnx = ν,
for a subset {Nk : k ≥ 1} whose logarithmic density is 1.
Entropy. There are two basic notions of entropy: topological and measure-theoretic.
We skip the definitions and refer the reader, e.g., to [16]. For a topological dy-
namical system (T,X) its topological entropy will be denoted by htop(T,X) and
for a measure-theoretic dynamical system (T,X,B, ν) the corresponding measure-
theoretic entropy will be denoted by h(T,X,B, ν). The basic connection between
them is the variational principle:
htop(T,X) = sup
ν∈M(T,X)
h(T,X,B(X), ν) = sup
ν∈Me(T,X)
h(T,X,B(X), ν).
Completely deterministic point. We say that point x ∈ X is completely deter-
ministic [60] (see also [38]) if for any ν ∈ V (x), we have h(T,X,B(X), ν) = 0. By
the variational principle, htop(T,X) = 0 if and only if all points of X are completely
deterministic.
Furstenberg system. Let u ∈ AZ. For each ν ∈ V (u), the system (T,Xu,B(Xu), ν)
is called a Furstenberg system of u. For each ν ∈ V log(u), the system (T,Xu,B(Xu), ν)
is called a logarithmic Furstenberg system of u.
For each u ∈ AZ, one can consider |u| ∈ [0, 1]Z. Then (S,X|u|) is a topological
factor of (S,Xu) (the map π : Xu → X|u| given by π(x) = |x|, understood coordi-
natewise, is equivariant with S). For ν ∈ V (u), we have π∗(ν) ∈ V (|u|), where π∗(ν)
stands for the image of ν via π. Moreover, the Furstenberg system (S,Xu,B(Xu), ν)
is an extension of (S,X|u|,B(X|u|), π∗(ν)). In particular, if V (|u|) is a singleton
(|u| is a generic point), then all Furstenberg systems of u have (S,X|u|,B(X|u|), ν)
(where ν is the unique member of V (|u|)) as their factor.
Arithmetic function. A sequence of complex numbers is usually denoted by u =
(un). But if such a sequence is, in some sense, important from number theory point
of view, one speaks about an arithmetic function and rather writes u : N → C,
u = (u(n)).
An arithmetic function u is said to be multiplicative, whenever u(1) = 1 and
u(m·n) = u(m)·u(n) for any choice of coprimem,n ∈ N. The prominent examples
of multiplicative functions are the Möbius function µ and the Liouville function λ.
The Möbius function µ : N → {−1, 0, 1} is defined by µ(p1 . . . pk) = (−1)k for
different prime numbers p1, . . . , pk (in what follows, the set of primes is denoted
by P), µ(1) = 1 and µ(n) = 0 for all non-square-free numbers. The Liouville
function λ : N → {−1, 1} is given by λ(n) = (−1)i1+...+ik for n = pi11 . . . p
ik
k with
p1, . . . , pk ∈ P and i1, . . . , ik ∈ N. Clearly µ = λ · µ2, where µ2 is nothing but the
characteristic function of the set S of square-free numbers. In fact, λ is completely
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multiplicative, i.e. λ(m · n) = λ(m) · λ(n) for any choice of m,n ∈ N. We extend
both, µ and λ, to negative coordinates symmetrically.
Aperiodicity. We say that u : N → C is aperiodic whenever u has a mean, equal
to zero, along each arithmetic progression: limN→∞
1
N
∑
n≤N u(an+ b) = 0. Many
classical multiplicative functions are aperiodic, including µ and λ.
A distance between u,v : N→ U is defined as
D(u,v;N) :=

 ∑
p∈P,p≤N
1− Re(u(p)v(p))
p


1/2
.
We say that u : N→ U is strongly aperiodic [48], wheneverM(u·χ;N) := min|t|≤N D(u·
χ, nit;N)2 →∞ as N →∞ for every Dirichlet character χ (i.e. for every periodic,
completely multiplicative function). Strong aperiodicity implies aperiodicity. The
converse is not in general true (see Theorem B.1 in [48]), but it is true for (bounded)
real valued multiplicative functions (see Appendix C in [48]). In particular, µ and
λ are strongly aperiodic.
Orthogonality of sequences. Suppose that one of sequences (un), (vn) ⊂ C is of
zero mean. We say that (un), (vn) are orthogonal, whenever limN→∞
1
N
∑
n≤N unvn =
0. We say that sequences (un), (vn) ⊂ C are orthogonal on short intervals, when-
ever limK→∞
1
bK
∑
k≤K
∣∣∣∑bk≤n<bk+1 unvn
∣∣∣ = 0 for any sequence (bk) of natural
numbers with bk+1 − bk → ∞. Clearly, orthogonality on short intervals implies
orthogonality. We can consider un being an element of a Banach space, while in
the dynamical context one often takes un = f(T
nxk), whenever n ∈ [bk, bk+1)
(with xk ∈ X and f ∈ C(X)). Moreover, often (vn) will be in fact a multiplicative
function (and then we rather write (v(n))).
Möbius orthogonality. We say that a (topological) dynamical system (T,X) is
Möbius orthogonal if
(3) lim
N→∞
1
N
∑
n≤N
f(T nx)µ(n) = 0
for each f ∈ C(X) and x ∈ X .
Joinings of measure-theoretic dynamical systems. Assume that (Ri, Zi,Ci, κi)
is a measure-theoretic dynamical system, i = 1, 2. Each R1 × R2-invariant mea-
sure ρ on C1 ⊗ C2 projecting on κ1 and κ2, respectively, is called a joining of
the automorphisms R1 and R2. The set of joinings between R1 and R2 is de-
noted by J(R1, R2) and each ρ ∈ J(R1, R2) yields a (new) measure-theoretic dy-
namical system (R1 × R2, Z1 × Z2,C1 ⊗ C2, ρ). When R1, R2 are both ergodic
then the set Je(R1, R2) of ergodic joinings between R1 and R2 is non-empty. If
J(R1, R2) = {κ1 ⊗ κ2} then R1 and R2 are called disjoint (in the sense of Fursten-
berg).
Let (T,X) be a topological dynamical system. Fix x ∈ X and let u be an
arithmetic function bounded by 1, i.e. u : N → U. Each accumulation point ρ
of 1N
∑
n≤N δ(Tnx,Snu) is a (T × S)-invariant measure on X × U
Z. Obviously,
it is a joining of its projections onto both coordinates. Hence, ρ is a joining of
(T,X,B(X), ρ|X) with a Furstenberg system of u.
Nilrotation. Let G be a connected, simply connected nilpotent Lie group and
Γ ⊂ G a lattice (a discrete, cocompact subgroup). For any g0 ∈ G we define
Tg0(gΓ) := g0gΓ. Then the topological system (Tg0 , G/Γ) is called a nilrotation.
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2. Definition of the Subject
Sarnak in 2010 formulated a now celebrated conjecture on the Möbius orthogo-
nality. It states that each topological dynamical system (T,X) of zero entropy is
Möbius orthogonal, i.e. whenever htop(T,X) = 0,
(4) lim
N→∞
1
N
∑
n≤N
f(T nx)µ(n) = 0 for each f ∈ C(X) and x ∈ X.
It has become a bridge between analytic number theory and dynamics. In par-
ticular, it keeps stimulating a quick development of disjointness theory in dynam-
ics originated by Furstenberg in 1967, with potential applications, for example in
number theory. In this article we will focus on ergodic-theoretic aspects of recent
progress in the area. Unless we need this for a historical reason, we rather avoid
describing numerous particular classes of topological systems in which Möbius dis-
jointness has been shown (an extended bibliography is provided at the end of the
article). We concentrate on main ideas, and describe some general results.
3. Introduction
The article is organized as follows. In Section 4 and Section 5 respectively,
we discuss Chowla and Sarnak’s conjecture from the ergodic-theoretic viewpoint,
including dynamical interpretations of purely number-theoretic statements and the
main strategies used to attack Sarnak’s conjecture. Section 6 is a survey of results on
Sarnak’s conjecture, arranged with respect to the properties of the Möbius function
that come into play in the proof. Finally, in Section 7, we state some open problems.
4. Chowla Conjecture
4.1. (C). The Chowla conjecture deals with higher order correlations of the Möbius
function and asserts that
(C) lim
N→∞
1
N
∑
n≤N
µj0(n+ k0)µ
j1(n+ k1) . . .µ
jr (n+ kr) = 0
whenever 0 ≤ k0 < . . . < kr, js ∈ {1, 2} not all equal to 2, r ≥ 0.
1 The above
statement can be translated into dynamical language. To see this, consider first
|µ| = µ2, i.e. the characteristic function of the set S of square-free numbers. As
a member of {0, 1}Z, it is well-known to be a generic point for an ergodic measure,
namely for the so-called Mirsky measure νS (also denoted as νµ2), given by the
ordinary average frequencies of blocks, see e.g. [2]. (C) is equivalent to the following:
(5)
the point µ ∈ {−1, 0, 1}Z is generic for the relatively independent
extension ν̂S of νS , via the natural map
{−1, 0, 1}Z ∋ (xn)n≥1 7→(x
2
n)n≥1 ∈ {0, 1}
Z.
The measure ν̂S is given by the following condition: for each block C over the
alphabet {−1, 0, 1}, we have ν̂S (C) = 2−kνS (C2), where C2 is obtained from C
by taking the square (or, equivalently, absolute value) at each coordinate and k is
the cardinality of the support of C. To see this, we use the following:
1In [10], the Chowla conjecture it is formulated for the Liouville function. We follow [53]. For
a discussion on an equivalence of the Chowla conjecture with µ and λ, see [52].
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Remark 4.1. The span of the family of continuous functions {F j0 ◦ Sk0 · F j1 ◦
Sk1 · . . . · F jℓ ◦ Skℓ : ji ≥ 0, ki ∈ Z} forms an algebra that distinguishes points.
It follows directly from the Stone-Weierstrass theorem that the values of integrals∫
F k1 ◦ Sr1 · F k2 ◦ Sr2 · . . . · F kℓ ◦ Srℓ dκ determine measure κ.
Now, it suffices to look at measures κ ∈ V (µ) and compare the value of the
integrals
∫
F k1 ◦ Sr1 · F k2 ◦ Sr2 · . . . · F kℓ ◦ Srℓ dκ with the corresponding values of∫
F k1 ◦ Sr1 · F k2 ◦ Sr2 · . . . · F kℓ ◦ Srℓ dν̂S . We will also use the fact that
(6) ν̂S ∈M
e(S,Xµ).
The simplest instance of Chowla conjecture, i.e. limN→∞
1
N
∑
n≤N µ(n) = 0, is
known to hold and it is equivalent to the Prime Number Theorem, as shown by
Landau. Moreover, if exactly one of the exponents ji is odd, then (C) also holds
(in [51] a quantitative version of this fact has been proved). We also have the
following conditional result of Frantzikinakis on (C):
Theorem 4.2 ([26]). Assume that V (λ) = {κ} and κ is ergodic. Then (C) holds
for λ.2
4.2. (C) vs. (Clog). Analogously, one can study the logarithmic Chowla conjec-
ture [55], asserting that
(Clog) lim
N→∞
1
logN
∑
n≤N
1
n
µj0(n+ k0)µ
j1(n+ k1) . . .µ
jr (n+ kr) = 0,
with all parameters as before. Again, this can be translated to the dynamical
language, using the notion of a logarithmically generic point. Thus, using (6), (1)
and (2), we have the following:
Corollary 4.3 (cf. [30, 55]). (Clog) implies (C) along a subsequence of full loga-
rithmic density.
4.3. More on (Clog). We begin this section with a conditional result of Frantzik-
inakis on (Clog):
3
Theorem 4.4 ([26]). Assume that κ ∈ V log(λ) is an ergodic measure. Then (Clog)
holds for λ along the same subsequence for which λ is quasi-generic for κ.
The above result is already formulated in the language of (logarithmically)
quasi-generic points. We pass now to number-theoretic results, with their ergodic-
theoretic consequences.
Theorem 4.5 ([54]). (Clog) holds for r = 1 (for λ in place of µ), i.e. for each
0 6= h ∈ Z, we have
lim
N→∞
1
logN
∑
n≤N
λ(n)λ(n+ h)
n
= 0.
In fact, Tao in [54] proves a stronger result, being an instance of logarithmi-
cally averaged Elliott conjecture. One of the consequences is that the analogue of
Theorem 4.5 holds for µ:
2 That is, κ equals the 1
2
-Bernoulli measure on {−1, 1}Z. Cf. Theorem 4.4.
3Cf. Footnote 2.
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Corollary 4.6 ([54]). (Clog) holds for r = 1, i.e. for each 0 6= h ∈ Z, we have
lim
N→∞
1
logN
∑
n≤N
µ(n)µ(n+ h)
n
= 0.
This, in turn, has the following interpretation in terms of spectral measures:
Corollary 4.7 ([23]). For each logarithmic Furstenberg system (S,Xµ,B(Xµ), κ)
of µ, the spectral measure σF of F is Lebesgue. The same holds for κ ∈ V log(λ).
Moreover, we have the following:
Theorem 4.8 ([57, 59]). (Clog) holds for odd order correlations, i.e. for all even
values of r.
Again, we want to interpret this from the dynamical viewpoint:
Corollary 4.9. For each logarithmic Furstenberg system (S,Xµ,B(Xµ), κ), the
element Ry := −y preserves measure κ and commutes with the shift S, hence R
belongs to the centralizer of S.
To see that the above statement is true, it suffices to take κ ∈ V log(µ) and
check that we also have κ ∈ V log(−µ). For this, one uses the family of continuous
functions {F j0 ◦ Sk0 · F j1 ◦ Sk1 · . . . · F jℓ ◦ Skℓ : ji ≥ 0, ki ∈ Z}. Then, for even
correlations the desired equalities are obvious and for odd correlations one applies
Theorem 4.8.
Finally, as a consequence of Corollary 4.3, we have the following:
Corollary 4.10 ([30]). Suppose that (Clog) holds. Then νˆµ2 ∈ V (µ).
4.4. Averaged (C). Also, an averaged version of Chowla conjecture is present in
the literature. As we will see later, this form of averaging will play a special role
from the point of view of Sarnak’s program, under the name of convergence on
short intervals. Matomäki, Radziwiłł and Tao showed the following result on the
order two correlations of µ:
Theorem 4.11 ([48]). We have
lim
M,H→∞
with H=o(M)
1
HM
∑
h≤H
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
m≤M
µ(m)µ(m+ h)
∣∣∣∣∣∣ = 0.
As a consequence of the above, we have (cf. Corollary 4.7):
Corollary 4.12 ([23]). For each Furstenberg system (S,Xµ,B(Xµ), κ), the spec-
tral measure σF of F is continuous.
4.5. (C) vs. other conjectures. Chowla conjecture is thought of as a multiplica-
tive analogue of the twin primes problem. Indeed, Twin Primes Conjecture in its
quantitative form expects that
∑
n≤N Λ(n)Λ(n+ 2) = (2
∏
P∋p≥3(1−
1
(p−1)2 ))N +
o(N), where Λ is the von Mangoldt function.4
4We have Λ(pk) = log p for each prime p and k ≥ 1, and Λ vanishes at all other values of n.
This function is a good approximation of 1P and it is not a multiplicative function.
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Moreover, Chowla conjecture is a special instance of Elliott conjecture on corre-
lations of multiplicative functions. Let u0, . . . ,uk : N→ U be multiplicative. Elliott
conjecture, in a corrected form given in [48], asserts that
lim
N→∞
1
N
∑
n≤N
u0(n+ k0)u1(n+ k1) . . .uk(n+ kr) = 0,
if for some 0 ≤ j ≤ k, uj is strongly aperiodic. This conjecture was stated first
in [20, 21] and in its original version turned out to be false, see [48] for details. Also,
a logarithmically averaged version of Elliott conjecture appears in the literature.
For the details, see [58, 59] and references therein.
5. Sarnak’s Conjecture
5.1. (S). Sarnak’s Conjecture from 2010 states that
(S)
each (topological) zero entropy system (T,X) is Möbius orthogonal, i.e.
satisfies (3) for all f ∈ C(X) and x ∈ X .
As zero entropy expresses the fact that the system is “deterministic” (or of “low
complexity”), Sarnak’s conjecture captures our expectation that prime numbers
behave globally as a random sequence, or, more precisely, that they cannot be
predicted by a low-complexity object. One can relax the entropy assumptions on T
in Sarnak’s conjecture in the following way:
Theorem 5.1 ([2]). (S) is equivalent to Möbius orthogonality for each topological
dynamical system (T,X), each continuous function f ∈ C(X) and each completely
deterministic point x ∈ X (i.e. (3) holds at x for all f ∈ C(X)).
Remark 5.2. The difficulty in Sarnak’s conjecture comes from the requirement
“for all x ∈ X”. An a.e. version of Möbius orthogonality is true for all dynamical
systems. The proof makes use of Davenport’s estimate (7) (below), see [2, 53].
Even though Sarnak’s Conjecture is defined in terms of topological dynamics, it
can be translated to ergodic-theoretic language. Namely
1
N
∑
n≤N
f(T nx)µ(n) =
∫
X×Xµ
f ⊗ F d

 1
N
∑
n≤N
δ(Tnx,Snµ)

 .
Thus, we need to study the properties of joinings given by the limit points of
1
N
∑
n≤N δ(Tnx,Snµ).
The simplest case where (S) is known to hold is the one-point dynamical sys-
tem: limN→∞
1
N
∑
n≤N µ(n) = 0 is equivalent to the Prime Number Theorem.
(S) for rotations on finite groups is equivalent to the Dirichlet’s Prime Number
Theorem. For irrational rotations, (S) follows from an old (quantitative) result of
Davenport [14]: for an arbitrary A > 0,
(7) max
t∈T
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
n≤N
e2πintµ(n)
∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ CA
N
logAN
for some CA > 0 and all N ≥ 2.
As we will see later, an important role in the research around Sarnak’s conjecture is
played by nil-systems. Green and Tao obtained the following quantitative version
of (S):
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Theorem 5.3 ([32]). Let G be a simply-connected nilpotent Lie group with a dis-
crete and cocompact subgroup Γ. Let p : Z→ G be any its polynomial sequence5 and
f : G/Γ→ R a Lipschitz function. Then∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
n≤N
f(p(n)Γ)µ(n)
∣∣∣∣∣∣ = Of,G,Γ,A
(
N
logAN
)
for all A > 0.
In particular, all nilrotations are Möbius orthogonal.
5.2. (S) vs. (C). Sarnak’s Conjecture was originally mainly motivated by Chowla
conjecture; we have the following result:
Theorem 5.4. (C) implies (S).
Theorem 5.4 is already stated in [53]. In fact, it is a purely ergodic theory
claim: we have already noticed that both conjectures have their ergodic theory
reformulation and a joining proof of Theorem 5.4 can be found in [2]. The main
idea is the following: suppose that 1Nk
∑
n≤Nk
δ(Tnx,Snµ) → ρ. The projection of
this joining onto X is a zero entropy measure κ, whereas the projection onto Xµ
equals ν̂S by Chowla conjecture. Moreover, (S,Xµ, ν̂S ) has the property of being
relative Kolmogorov with respect to its factor (S,Xµ2 , νS ). On the other hand, the
restriction of ρ to X×Xµ2 is of relative zero entropy over Xµ2 . This yields relative
disjointness of (S,Xµ, ν̂S ) and (T×S,X×Xµ2 , ρ|X×X
µ2
) over their common factor
(S,Xµ2 , νS ). To complete the proof, we use the orthogonality of F to L
2(Xµ2 , νS ).
Remark 5.5. It still remains open whether (S) implies (C), see however Re-
mark 5.16.
In [34], Möbius orthogonality for low complexity systems is discussed. Fol-
lowing [22], we say that the measure-complexity of µ ∈ M(T,X) is weaker than
a = (an)n≥1 if
lim inf
n→∞
min{m ≥ 1 : µ(
⋃n
j=1 Bdn(xi, ε)) > 1− ε for some x1, . . . , xm ∈ X}
an
= 0
for each ε > 0 (here dn(y, z) =
1
n
∑n
j=1 d(T
jy, T jz)).
Theorem 5.6 ([34]). Suppose that (C) holds for correlations of order 2 (i.e. for
r = 1). Then (T,X) is Möbius orthogonal whenever all invariant measures for
(T,X) are of complexity weaker than n.
To obtain a non-conditional result, Huang, Wang and Ye use a difficult esti-
mate of Matomäki, Radziwiłł and Tao (namely, “Truncated Elliott on the average”,
applied to µ) from [48]. The cost to be paid is a further strengthening of the
assumptions on the complexity of (T,X).
Theorem 5.7 ([34]). Suppose that all invariant measures of (T,X) are of sub-
polynomial complexity, i.e. their complexity is weaker than (nτ )n≥1 for each τ > 0.
Then (T,X) is Möbius orthogonal.
5I.e. p(n) = ap1(n)1 . . . a
pk(n)
k
, where pj : N→ N is a polynomial, j = 1, . . . , k.
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See [33] for the most recent application of this result.
Finally, let us point out a consequence of the result on correlations of µ of order 2.
Directly from Corollary 4.12, we have:
Corollary 5.8. All topological dynamical systems whose all invariant measures
yield systems with discrete spectrum are Möbius orthogonal.6
5.3. Strong MOMO property. Given an arithmetic function u, following [3], we
say that (X,T ) satisfies the strong u-OMO property if, for any increasing sequence
of integers 0 = b0 < b1 < b2 < · · · with bk+1 − bk → ∞, for any sequence (xk) of
points in X , and any f ∈ C(X), we have
(8)
1
bK
∑
k<K
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
bk≤n<bk+1
f(T n−bkxk)u(n)
∣∣∣∣∣∣ −−−−→K→∞ 0.
If u = µ we speak about the strong MOMO7 property. Strong MOMO property
was introduced in [3] to deal with Möbius orthogonality of uniquely ergodic models
of a given measure-theoretic dynamical system. Moreover, we have:
Theorem 5.9 ([3]). The following conditions are equivalent:
(i) All zero entropy systems are Möbius orthogonal, i.e. Sarnak’s conjecture holds.
(ii) For each zero entropy system (T,X), we have limN→∞
1
N
∑
n≤N f(T
nx)µ(n) =
0 when N → ∞, for each f ∈ C(X), uniformly in x ∈ X, i.e. uniform Sar-
nak’s conjecture holds.
(iii) All zero entropy systems enjoy the strong MOMO property.
By taking f = 1, we obtain that strong u-OMO implies the following:
(9)
1
bK
∑
k<K
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
bk≤n<bk+1
u(n)
∣∣∣∣∣∣ −−−−→K→∞ 0
for every sequence 0 = b0 < b1 < b2 < · · · with bk+1 − bk → ∞. In particular,
1
N
∑
n≤N u(n) −−−−→N→∞
0. In a similar way (by considering finite rotations), one can
deduce 1N
∑
n≤N u(an+b) −−−−→N→∞
0. Thus, (8) can be seen as a form of aperiodicity.
A further analysis reveals that, in fact, we deal with a special behaviour of u on
a typical short interval. All strongly aperiodic multiplicative functions satisfy (9)
(this follows from Theorem A.1 [48]), hence condition (9) is satisfied both for µ
and λ, cf. Section 6.3.
Recently, in [31], the strong u-OMO property was rephrased in the language of
functional analysis; and it is equivalent to
lim
K→∞
1
bK+1
∑
k≤K
∥∥∥∥∥∥
∑
bk≤n<bk+1
u(n)f ◦ T n
∥∥∥∥∥∥
C(X)
= 0 for all f ∈ C(X), (bk) as above.
Usefulness of the strong MOMO concept is seen in the following result:
6In the uniquely ergodic case, an earlier and independent proof of this fact was given by
Huang, Wang and Zhang [35] (for the totally uniquely ergodic case, see [5]). The result also
follows from [34].
7The acronym MOMO stands for Möbius Orthogonality of Moving Orbits.
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Proposition 5.10 ([3]). If (R,Z,D, κ) is an ergodic (measure-theoretic) dynam-
ical system and (T,X) is its uniquely ergodic model satisfying the strong MOMO
property then all uniquely ergodic models of (R,Z,D, κ) are Möbius orthogonal. In
fact, the strong MOMO holds in all of them.
5.4. Möbius orthogonality of positive entropy systems. If we take a posi-
tive entropy system (T,X), it is natural to expect that it is not Möbius orthogonal.
Indeed, trivially, the full shift on {0, 1}Z is not, and more generally subshifts of
finite type are not, see [42]. One can also show that the subshift (S,Xµ2) (which
is of positive entropy, see [50]) is not Möbius orthogonal, despite the fact that
µ2 itself is a completely deterministic point and Möbius orthogonality holds at it:
limN→∞
1
N
∑
n≤N f(S
nµ2)µ(n) = 0 for each f ∈ C(Xµ2), see [23]. However, Sar-
nak’s conjecture does not exclude a possibility that some positive entropy system
is also Möbius orthogonal.8 Downarowicz and Serafin proved the following general
result:
Theorem 5.11 ([17]). Fix an integer N ≥ 2. Let u be any bounded, real, aperiodic
sequence. Then, there exists a subshift (S,X) over N symbols of entropy arbitrarily
close to logN , uncorrelated to u: limN→∞
1
N
∑
n≤N f(S
nx)u(n) = 0 for each f ∈
C(X) and x ∈ X.
Even more surprisingly, they proved a uniform version of the above result:
Theorem 5.12 ([18]). Under the same assumption on u, given N ≥ 2, there exists
a strictly ergodic subshift over N symbols, of entropy arbitrarily close to logN ,
uniformly uncorrelated to u.
Realizing that, one might be anxious what finally is the class of systems which
are Möbius orthogonal, and in particular, why zero entropy should play a special
role. As we will see however, positive entropy systems are not expected to enjoy the
strong MOMO property, cf. Theorem 5.9. Indeed, the following has been proved
in [3]:9
Theorem 5.13 ([3]). Let u ∈ {−1, 0, 1}Z be a generic point for the measure ν̂µ2 .
Then the following conditions are equivalent:
(i) (T,X) satisfies strong u-OMO property.
(ii) (T,X) is of zero entropy.
As an immediate consequence, we have the following:
Corollary 5.14. If Chowla conjecture holds then a system (T,X) has the strong
MOMO property if and only if it has zero entropy.
5.5. (Slog) vs. (Clog). The logarithmic version of Sarnak’s conjecture was formu-
lated in [54] along with (Clog) and it postulates that
(Slog) lim
N→∞
1
logN
∑
n≤N
1
n
f(T nx)µ(n) = 0
(with all parameters as in (4)). In [55], Tao showed the following:
Theorem 5.15. (Slog) is equivalent to (Clog).
8It is mentioned in [53] that Bourgain (unpublished) had such a construction.
9This result has been proved in [3] for the Liouville function but it can also be proved for µ.
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Remark 5.16. Combining Theorem 5.15 with Corollary 4.3, we obtain that (Slog)
implies (C) along a subsequence of logarithmic density 1. In particular, (S) implies
(C) along a subsequence of full logarithmic density.
Let us here recall one more “logarithmic conjecture” from [55] which confirms a
special role played by nil-systems in dynamics. Let (Tg0 , G/Γ) be a nilrotation. Let
f ∈ C(G/Γ) be Lipschitz continuous and x0 ∈ G. Then (for H ≤ N with H →∞)
(Snillog)
∑
n≤N
supg∈G
∣∣∣∑h≤H f(T h+ng (x0Γ))µ(n+ h)∣∣∣
n
= o(H logN).
Theorem 5.17 ([55]). (Snillog) is equivalent to (Slog) (and (Clog)).
Finally, as a consequence of the result on logarithmic correlations of µ of order 2
(using Corollary 4.7), we obtain:
Corollary 5.18. All topological dynamical systems whose all invariant measures
yield systems with singular spectrum are logarithmically Möbius orthogonal.
In general, we do not know if we can replace “all invariant measures” with “all er-
godic invariant measures” in the above corollary (the same applies to Corollary 5.8).
This replacement is possible however, when there are only countably many ergodic
invariant measures, cf. the discussion in [27] in Section 6.4.
5.6. (S) vs. (Slog). Clearly, (S) implies (Slog). As for the other direction, we have
the following:
Theorem 5.19 ([31]). Suppose that (Slog) holds. Then there exists a sequence of
logarithmic density 1, along which (S) holds for all zero entropy topological dynam-
ical systems.
The idea of the proof is to use Theorem 5.15, Remark 5.16 and then repeat the
arguments from the proof of Theorem 5.4.
Notice that the sequence of logarithmic density 1 in the above result is universal
for all zero entropy systems. In [31], one more version of Möbius orthoginality is
studied, namely so-called logarithmic strong MOMO property (cf. Section 5.3):
lim
K→∞
1
log bK+1
∑
k≤K
∥∥∥∥∥∥
∑
bk≤n<bk+1
µ(n)
n
f ◦ T n
∥∥∥∥∥∥
C(X)
= 0.
Equivalently, for all increasing sequences (bk) ⊂ N with bk+1−bk →∞, all (xk) ⊂ X
and f ∈ C(X),
lim
K→∞
1
log bK+1
∑
k≤K
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
bk≤n<bk+1
1
n
f(T n−bkxk)µ(n)
∣∣∣∣∣∣ = 0.
Theorem 5.20 ([31]). Assume that a topological system (T,X) satisfies the loga-
rithmic strong MOMO property. Then there exists a sequence A = A(T,X) ⊂ N
with full logarithmic density such that, for each f ∈ C(X),
lim
A∋N→∞
∥∥∥∥∥∥
1
N
∑
n≤N
µ(n)f ◦ T n
∥∥∥∥∥∥
C(X)
= 0.
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In particular, Möbius orthogonality holds along a subsequence of full logarithmic
density.
Remark 5.21. In [31], using [27], it is proved that each system (T,X) for which
M e(T,X) is countable satisfies the logarithmic strong MOMO property, hence,
for each such system Sarnak’s conjecture holds in (logarithmic) density, cf. Theo-
rem 6.10.
5.7. Strategies. The first years of activity around Sarnak’s conjecture were de-
voted to proving Möbius orthogonality in selected classes of zero entropy dynam-
ical systems. While this proved fruitful, and often some brilliant arguments were
found ad hoc, with a strong dependence on the class under consideration, it quickly
became clear that it won’t be sufficient. Two main strategies to attack (S) arose:
A. The first strategy is to look for some additional intrinsic structure in zero en-
tropy systems that could be used to prove orthoginality from µ, namely internal
disjointness. Here, a priori, one does not use any other property of µ than mul-
tiplicativity and boundedness.
B. As we have seen, (S) is intimately related to (C), and therefore one cannot
expect to confirm (S) without using further number-theoretic properties of
µ. This directs attention to aperiodicity and behaviour on so-called short in-
tervals. It extends further to studying Furstenberg systems of µ (including
the logarithmic ones) and trying to interpret arithmetic properties of µ as ergodic
properties of the corresponding dynamical systems. One can hope finally to deduce
(some kind of) Furstenberg (!) disjointness of Furstenberg systems of µ with a wide
subclass of zero entropy systems (hopefully, with all such systems).
As we will see, these two approaches often intertwine, proving once again that
number theory and ergodic theory should not be studied separately from each other.
6. Arithmetic properties of the Möbius function
6.1. Multiplicativity.
Internal disjointness. Joinings (introduced in a seminal paper of Furstenberg [29])
have been present in ergodic theory for over 50 years. Disjointness (absence of non-
trivial joinings), as a form of an extremal non-isomorphism and a measure-theoretic
invariant, has always played a crucial role in classification problems.10 It appeared
however in many other contexts, including homogenous dynamics, with applica-
tions in number theory. Sarnak’s conjecture gave yet a new impetus, in particular
for studying (approximate) disjointness for different sub-actions.
A basic method to prove orthogonality with a multiplicative function comes from
the Multiplicative Orthogonality Criterion (MOC):
Theorem 6.1 ([8, 44]). Assume that (fn) ⊂ C is a bounded sequence. Assume that
for all (sufficiently large) prime numbers p 6= q,
(10) lim
N→∞
1
N
∑
n≤N
fpnfqn = 0.
Then, for each bounded multiplicative function u, we have limN→∞
1
N
∑
n≤N fnu(n) =
0. In particular, (fn) is Möbius orthogonal.
10Recall also that different powers for a typical automorphism of a standard Borel space are
pairwise disjoint [37]. See also more recent [40].
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Remark 6.2. Notice that Theorem 6.1 does not require from u anything but
multiplicativity and boundedness.
In the dynamical context (T,X) the simplest way to use Theorem 6.1 is to take
fn = f(T
nx). In this form, MOC appeared for the first time in [8] and was used
to prove that the horocycle flows are Möbius orthogonal. To see how MOC is
used and how it is related to Furstenberg’s disjointness theory [29], assume that
M(T,X) = {µ},
∫
X f dµ = 0, and the corresponding measure-theoretic system is
totally ergodic. Then, any measure ρ ∈ V ((x, x)) (considered in the topological
dynamical system (T p × T q, X ×X)) is a joining of T p and T q. If we now assume
that (T p, X, µ) and (T q, X, µ) are disjoint for sufficiently large primes p 6= q then
ρ = µ ⊗ µ and, as a result, the limit in (10) equals
∫
X×X
f ⊗ f dρ = 0, i.e. the
assumptions of MOC are satisfied.
In general, a use of MOC is not that simple. Consider an irrational rotation
Tx = x + α on the circle X = R/Z. To see that (10) holds for all characters, one
uses the Weyl criterion on uniform distribution. However, there are continuous zero
mean functions for which (10) fails [45], which shows clearly, that in general we can
only expect (10) to hold for a linearly dense set of continuous functions.
In some cases, MOC cannot be applied directly (e.g. when the systems under con-
sideration fail to be weakly mixing) and the spectral approach can help. Examples
can be found in [1, 4, 7].
AOP property. The following ergodic counterpart of MOC was developed in [5]:
an ergodic automorphism (T,X,B, µ) is said to have asymptotically orthogonal
powers (AOP) if for each f, g ∈ L20(X,B, µ), we have
(11) lim
P∋p,q→∞,p6=q
sup
κ∈Je(Tp,T q)
∣∣∣∣
∫
X×X
f ⊗ g dκ
∣∣∣∣ = 0.
Clearly, if the powers of T are pairwise disjoint then T enjoys the AOP property.
However, this condition is not necessary, the powers of T having AOP property
may even be isomorphic. Moreover, AOP implies total ergodicity and zero en-
tropy [5]. The relation between strong MOMO and AOP properties is described by
the following result:
Theorem 6.3 ([2, 5]). Let u be a bounded multiplicative function. Suppose that
(R,Z,C , κ) satisfies AOP. Then the following are equivalent:
• u satisfies (9);
• The strong u-OMO property is satisfied in each uniquely ergodic model
(T,X) of R.
In particular, if the above holds, for each f ∈ C(X), we have
1
N
∑
n≤N
f(T nx)u(n) −−−−→
N→∞
0 uniformly on X.
6.2. Aperiodicity. As all periodic sequences are orthogonal to µ, one can expect
that sequences with some properties similar to periodicity will also be Möbius or-
thogonal. Notice also that Möbius orthogonality of periodic sequences ((S) for
rotations on finite groups) corresponds to µ being aperiodic. This is the simplest
situation where some additional properties of µ (other than multiplicativity) begin
to play a significant role.
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Zero entropy continuous interval maps. In [41], (S) for zero entropy continu-
ous intervals maps and orientation-preserving circle homeomorphisms is established.
The starting point for developing the main tools is the result of Davenport (7),
which shows clearly that the examples under consideration are indeed “relatives” of
irrational rotations. Additionally, in order to treat the case of interval maps one
studies ω-limit sets and it turns out that, in fact, one deals with an odometer.
Synchronized automata. In [15], Deshouillers, Drmota andMüllner prove that (S)
is true for automatic sequences generated by synchronizing automata (the inputs
are read with the most significant digit first). In fact, they prove orthogonality of
such sequences from any bounded function u that is aperiodic.
Almost periodic sequences. We say that a sequence is Weyl rationally almost
periodic (WRAP) whenever it can be approximated arbitrarily well by periodic se-
quences in Weyl pseudo-metric dW given by dW (x, y) = lim supN→∞ supℓ≥1
1
N |{ℓ ≤
n ≤ ℓ+N : x(n) 6= y(n)}|. It is proved in [6] that each subshift (S,Xx) given by a
Weyl almost periodic sequence is Möbius orthogonal (in fact, we have orthogonality
to any bounded aperiodic arithmetic function u).
6.3. Behaviour on short intervals. During the last four years, an enormous
progress concerning the short interval behavior of strongly aperiodic multiplicative
functions has been made due to the breakthrough result of Matomäki and Radziwiłł.
Their main result of [47], for µ, in its simplified form can be written as
(12) lim
M,H→∞
with H=o(M)
1
M
∑
1≤m≤M
1
H
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
m≤h<m+H
µ(h)
∣∣∣∣∣∣ = 0.
This gave an impetus to study convergence on short intervals in ergodic theory and
it has become a new, crucial player from the point of view of Sarnak’s conjecture.
Condition (12) can be also reformulated in the following way: for each (bn) ⊂ N
with bn+1 − bn →∞, we have
(13) lim
K→∞
1
bK+1
∑
k≤K
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
bk≤n<bk+1
µ(n)
∣∣∣∣∣∣ = 0,
cf. Section 5.3.
Almost periodic sequences. In [6], in case of WRAP x, the authors also ask
about the behaviour of averages of the form
(14)
1
H
∑
m≤h<m+H
f(Shz)µ(n)
(where z ∈ Xx) for large values of H and arbitrarym ∈ N. Under (C), convergence
to zero uniformly in m does not take place, however, it is shown in [6] that for a
“typical” m ∈ N the averages in (14) are small. The key argument in the proof
comes from a result of Matomäki, Radziwiłł and Tao:
Theorem 6.4 ([48]). For each periodic sequence a(n), we have
(15) lim
H,M→∞
H=o(M)
1
M
∑
M≤m<2M
∣∣∣∣∣∣
1
H
∑
m≤h<m+H
a(h)µ(h)
∣∣∣∣∣∣ = 0.
As a consequence, we have:
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Theorem 6.5 ([6]). Suppose that x ∈ AZ is WRAP. Then for all f ∈ C(Xx) and
z ∈ Xx,
(16) lim
H,M→∞
H=o(M)
1
M
∑
M≤m<2M
∣∣∣ 1
H
∑
m≤h<m+H
f(Shz)µ(h)
∣∣∣ = 0.
Moreover, it is shown that all synchronized automata yield WRAP sequences.
Thus, the above theorem strengthens the aforementioned result by Deshouillers,
Drmota and Müllner in [15].
Rigid systems. In [39], Kanigowski, Lemańczyk and Radziwiłł study rigid sys-
tems.11 To formulate their results, we need some definitions and facts. Given a
natural number q, the sum
∑
P∋p|q 1/p is called the prime volume of q. The prime
volume grows slowly with q:∑
p|q
1
p
≤ log log log q +O(1).
However “most” of the time, the prime volume of q stays bounded: if we set
Dj :=
{
q ∈ N :
∑
p|q
1
p
< j
}
,
then d(Dj) → 1 when j →∞. A topological system (T,X) is said to be good if for
every ν ∈M(X,T ) at least one of the following conditions holds:
• (BPV rigidity): (T,X,B, ν) is rigid along a sequence (qn)n≥1 with bounded
prime volume, i.e. there exists j such that (qn)n≥1 ⊂ Dj ;
• (PR rigidity): (T,X,B, ν) has polynomial rate of rigidity, i.e. there
exists a linearly dense (in C(X)) set F ⊂ C(X) such that for each f ∈ F
we can find δ > 0 and a sequence (qn)n≥1 satisfying
qδn∑
j=−qδn
‖f ◦ T jqn − f‖2L2(ν) → 0.
They prove the following:
Theorem 6.6. (a) Assume that (T,X) is a topological system such that (T,X,B(X), µ)
is good. Then (T,X) is Möbius orthogonal.
(b) Suppose that each ergodic invariant measure of (T,X) yields either BPV rigid-
ity or PR rigidity and M e(T,X) is countable then (T,X) is Möbius orthogonal.
A key tool here is a strengthening of the main result of Matomäki and Radzi-
wiłł [47] (cf. (12)) to short interval behaviour along arithmetic progressions:
Theorem 6.7 ([39]). For each ε > 0, there exists L0 such that for each L ≥ L0
and q ≥ 1 satisfying
∑
p|q 1/p ≤ (1− ε)
∑
p≤L 1/p we can find M0 = M0(q, L) such
that for all M ≥M0, we have
M/Lq∑
j=0
q−1∑
a=0
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
m∈[z+jLq,z+(j+1)Lq]
m≡a mod q
µ(m)
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
< εM
11A measure-theoretic system (R,Z,C , κ) is rigid if, for some increasing sequence (qn) of
natural numbers, we have f ◦ Rqn → f in L2(Z, κ) for each f ∈ L2(Z, κ). Rigid systems are of
zero entropy. Moreover, the typical measure-theoretic automorphism is rigid and weakly mixing.
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for some 0 ≤ z < Lq.
Remark 6.8. Despite the fact that PR rigidity does not seem to be stable under
different (uniquely ergodic) models of a measure-preserving transformation, assum-
ing (T,X) is uniquely ergodic, it is proved that (T,X) satisfies the strong MOMO
property whenever its unique invariant measure yields either BPV or PR rigidity.
Via Proposition 5.10, we obtain that if in a model PR rigidity holds, all of the
models are Möbius orthogonal. This, in particular, applies to all ergodic transfor-
mations with discrete spectrum. Moreover, it is shown in [39] that for a.e. IET
(of d ≥ 3 intervals) BPV rigidity holds, so a.e. IET (and all their uniquely ergodic
models) is Möbius orthogonal. This is to be compared with previously known re-
sults for 3-IETs [7, 9, 24, 43]. Other applications are given for C2+ε Anzai skew
products and for some so-called Rokhlin extensions of rotations.
One more of the consequences is the following result:
Corollary 6.9 ([39]). No Furstenberg system of the Möbius function µ is either
BPV or PR rigid. The same holds for the Liouville function λ.
6.4. Logarithmic Furstenberg systems. Frantzikinakis and Host study loga-
rithmic Furstenberg systems associated to µ (and λ). They prove the following
remarkable result:
Theorem 6.10 ([27]). Each zero entropy topological system (T,X) with only count-
ably many ergodic measures is logarithmically Möbius orthogonal.
In particular, uniquely ergodic systems of zero topological entropy satisfy (Slog).
The key argument in the proof of Theorem 6.10 is the following structural result
on the logarithmic Furstenberg systems of µ and λ:
Theorem 6.11 ([27]). Each logarithmic Furstenberg system of µ or λ is a factor
of a system that:
• has no irrational spectrum,
• has ergodic components isomorphic to direct products of infinite-step nil-
systems and Bernoulli systems.
The starting point for the proof of the above theorem, resulting in a reduction of
the problem to purely ergodic context, is an identity of Tao (implicit in [54]) show-
ing that self-correlations of µ (and λ) are averages of its dilated self-correlations
with prime dilates. Frantzikinakis and Host also prove that logarithmic Fursten-
berg systems of µ (and λ) are “almost determined” by strongly stationary pro-
cesses (introduced by Furstenberg and Katznelson in the 90’s). The structure of
(measure-theoretic) dynamical systems given by strongly stationary processes has
been described by Jenvey [36] who proved that ergodicity implies Bernoulli (cf. The-
orem 4.2 and 4.4) and Frantzikinakis [25] who described the ergodic decomposition
in the non-ergodic case.
The above results are extended in [28] to strongly aperiodic multiplicative func-
tions. Moreover, the following multi-dimensional result is proved:
Theorem 6.12. Let f1, . . . , fℓ : N → U be multiplicative functions. Let (R, Y ) be
a topological dynamical system and let y ∈ Y be a logarithmically generic point
for a measure ν with zero entropy and having at most countably many ergodic
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components, all of which are totally ergodic. Then for every g ∈ C(Y ) that is
orthogonal in L2(ν) to all R-invariant functions we have
(17) lim
N→∞
1
logN
∑
n≤N
g(Rny)
∏ℓ
j=1 fj(n+ hj)
n
= 0
for all h1, . . . , hℓ ∈ Z.
The unweighted version of (with g = 1) is expected to hold if the shifts are
distinct and at least one of the multiplicative functions is strongly aperiodic. This
is the logarithmically averaged version of Elliott conjecture [19, 21, 48]. In the
special case of irrational rotations, with ℓ = 1, Theorem 6.12 is the logarithmically
averaged variant of a classical result of Daboussi [11, 12, 13]. Already in case ℓ = 2
it is completely new.
7. Future Directions
7.1. Detecting zero entropy. As shown in Theorem 5.13 and Corollary 5.14,
under the Chowla conjecture, the Möbius function is a sequence that:
• is strong MOMO orthogonal to all zero entropy systems,
• is never strong MOMO orthogonal to any positive entropy system.
In view of this, it is natural to study the following problem:
Question 1. Which numerical sequences distinguish between zero and positive
entropy systems?
Note that in view of the results of Downarowicz and Serafin (Theorem 5.11 and
Theorem 5.12), “usual orthogonality” or even its uniform version is insufficient for
these needs.
7.2. Proving the strong MOMO property. It was already asked in [23] whether
whenever we have a zero entropy system (T,X) for which we can prove Möbius or-
thogonality, then we can prove the strong MOMO property. Recently, Lemańczyk
and Müllner in [46] proved the strong MOMO property for (primitive) automatic
sequences (previously known to be Möbius orthogonal by [49]), answering a question
from [23]. Yet another question persists:
Question 2. Do horocycle flows satisfy the strong MOMO property?
We do not even know whether Möbius orthogonality takes place in all uniquely
ergodic models of horocycle flows.
7.3. Mixing properties of Furstenberg systems. Corollary 6.9 induces the
following problem:
Question 3. Are Furstenberg systems of λ mildly mixing?
For µ we need to take into account that its Furstenberg systems have the discrete
spectrum factor given by the Mirsky measure of µ2.
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7.4. Furstenberg disjointness in non-ergodic case. As Host and Frantziki-
nakis’ analysis shows, if the (potential) logarithmic Furstenberg systems of λ or
µ are non-ergodic, then they are very non-ergodic. One of open questions by
Frantzikinakis is whether the system T2 ∋ (x, y) 7→ (x, y+ x) ∈ T2 considered with
Lebesgue measure can be a Furstenberg system of λ. Of course this example is a
measure-theoretic system which is Furstenberg disjoint from all ergodic systems.
It seems to be a problem of independent interest to fully understand the class of
transformations disjoint from all ergodic transformations.
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